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Abstract: In worldwide situation, the prime inquiry in each young lady psyche is about her 
security and the badgering issues. The main idea frequenting each young lady is the point 
at which they will probably move unreservedly in the city even in odd hours without 
agonizing over their security. This undertaking proposes another innovation to secure 
ladies. This undertaking centres on a security for ladies with the goal that they will never 
feel defenceless. The framework comprises of different modules, for example, GSM, GPS, 
memory card, stun circuit, ringer, camera, and Raspberry pi-3 module. Today there is 
numerous cases which are going on about ladies. It was high time where we ladies 
required a change. This venture depends on ladies security where ladies feel ensured. This 
paper depicts about wellbeing electronic framework for ladies, worked in open vehicle 
vehicles, for example, autos, transports and auto-rickshaws as these days ladies are being 
attacked, hijacked and hassled by the drivers. In each field there is an uncommon effect of 
ladies like games, move, training, business, in governmental issues moreover. Ladies are 
driving in each field. Are the young ladies in India are extremely sheltered? Continuously 
we find the solution No. Subsequently executed electronic framework is fitted in the coat 
which has GPS, GSM, Camera, Shock circuit, Buzzer, memory card which are interfaced 
with Raspberry pi - 3 board to control the majority of the abovementioned.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In worldwide situation, the prime inquiry in each young lady psyche is about her wellbeing 
and the badgering issues. The main idea frequenting each young lady is the point at which 
they will almost certainly move uninhibitedly in the city even in odd hours without agonizing 
over their security[1]. This task recommends another innovation to secure ladies. This task 
centreson a security for ladies so they will never feel powerless. The framework comprises of 
different modules, for example, GSM, GPS, memory card, stun circuit, ringer, camera, and 
Raspberry pi3 module. In this venture we are utilizing remote innovation for security reason. 
An electronic coat for ladies security implies that enable clients to ensure while voyaging odd 
hours or when they feel vulnerable[2]–[5].  

This venture depends on ladies' security as it is accounted for that regularly there is numerous 
cases about ladies provocation. Albeit an Android put together application with respect to 
Women security is as of now out in the market yet for non-android clients, I thought a 
thought for building up a task dependent on ladies security utilizing Raspberry pi module. 
Raspberry pi module gets the sign from GPS framework which has present area data and 
afterward the Raspberry pi controller enables the GSM framework to send the Alert Message 
to the three predefined numbers likewise in our coat stun circuit is utilized to harm the 
aggressor for self-defence. A camera utilized for the catching picture of an assailant and outer 
memory card is utilized for the catching picture is save money on this card[6].  

Description  
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In this task we are use Raspberry pi module is primary part. This module has all out 40 pins. 
In our venture we are utilizing three catches. Out of that three catches first catch is utilized 
for circuit on/off. Second base is utilized for on GPS, GSM& ringer. Third catch is utilized 
for stun circuit. When first catch is squeezed that time circuit is on. At the point when second 
catch is squeezed that time GSM is on and GPS is additionally on. It sends area to predefined 
numbers. We spare three numbers that three numbers are police headquarters, neighbours, 
and guardians. Area is send to that three numbers as scope and longitude additionally 
utilizing GSM ready message "MY LIFE IS IN DANGER SITUATION". At that likewise 
ringer will be on .When third catch is squeezed that time stun circuit will be on. At the point 
when assailant assault to ladies that time stun circuit is utilized to harm aggressor for self-
defence. At time camera will be on for catching picture and that catching picture is saved 
money on memory card. In this manner it is useful for police for looking through aggressor. 
The present life this framework is generally helpful. Intel board has numerous favourable 
circumstances contrasted with Arduino board. The underneath table 1 demonstrates the 
correlation between Arduino modules (Uno, Nano) and Galileo board[7]–[12].  

Electronic Jacket  

This Is The Architectural Model Of Our Project. In That GPS, GSM Modules Are Used.  

GSM: A GSM Modem Is a Wireless Modem That Works with a GSM Wireless Network .It 
Operates At Either The 900 MHz Or 1800mhz Frequency Band. It Supports Voice Calls and 
Data Transfer Speeds.  

GPS: Useable in Solder-Free Breadboard Projects prepared Use with Both 3.3 V and 5 V 
Microcontrollers  

CAMERA: In This System We Are Attaching A Camera On Jacket Which Will Capture The 
Image Of Culprit. With the goal that itwill Be Easy for Police to Search the Culprit.  

Ringer: The Alarm is intended to help with cautioning someone if there should arise an 
occurrence of crisis Situations[13].  

RESULTS  

Electronic Jacket for Women Safety In That We Use Wireless System to Send Message, 
Location .It is Very Useful for Security Purpose. Stun Circuit Is Used To Injure Attacker For 
Self Defence. Thusly This System Is Used for Protection and to Control Other Activities 
Which Are Happen the present Life. Bell Is Used For Help. All These Tiny Circuit 
Connected To The Raspberry Pi Module. Likewise Image Of That Culprit Save On Memory 
Card.  

CONCLUSION 

The proposed plan will help the young lady when she is risk zone. She can make salvage of 
herself in threat circumstances. What's more, this circuit will use to evacuate or diminish the 
strain of young lady when she strolls alone in night hour likewise, with the goal that she will 
never feel vulnerable at any circumstance and can ensure her without anyone else. What's 
more, the guilty parties face will be caught by camera with the goal that police will almost 
certainly get him effectively. 
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